LearnPath has become quite important. I’m on track to reach my goal of covering Year 7 Science, English and HAAS programs for terms 3 and 4 by the end of the year, and I’ve now been asked by some Year 8, 9 and 10 teachers to cover their programs too.”

Trevanna Cooper, Teacher Librarian
CBC Fremantle

"The LearnPath Community Content Hub content is excellent. It’s great quality content with genuine educational benefits. We love it.”

John O’Brien, Library Information Services
Sydney Catholic Schools

"LearnPath is very simple and easy for both the user and content creators. The ability to choose drag & drop or source editor to create and edit pages, makes it suitable for all skill levels.”

Lauren Murphy, Middle Years Librarian
Brighton Grammar School

"LearnPath helps to encourage students to use a wider range of sources. It will improve understanding of the number of resources the library offers (digital and analogue) and awareness around copyright problems.”

Renate Kirmse, School Librarian
European School RheinMain

"The integration between Oliver v5 and LearnPath makes it easier for us to promote the online resources available through Oliver v5 (databases etc.) as well as external resources. It keeps everything in one system, which is easier to manage and use.

The implementation was smooth and we were able to work with LearnPath quickly. Even our least technically confident staff member has started to build LearnPath pages and is gaining confidence quickly.

The support for this resource has been fantastic and the ease with which we have been able to develop good-looking pages has been part of the fun of LearnPath.”

Penny Roberts, Immediate Past Head of Library
Brighton Grammar School

Hear from LearnPath users...
“With LearnPath we can provide access to a variety of resources to help students begin researching in a particular topic or subject area, as well as instructions on how to access and search online databases, including search tips.

We can design pages according to users’ needs and guide users from general ‘overview’ resources through to more specific facets of the topic as the project progresses.”

Maureen Twomey, Past Teacher Librarian/eLearning Coordinator
Our Lady's College

“LearnPath fosters collaboration and sharing between the schools. Whether that’s through central management distribution of content or school to school sharing, it allows library professionals and schools to leverage off each other and get the most out of their limited time and resources.”

John O’Brien, Library Information Services
Sydney Catholic Schools

LearnPath is available with

Jim experienced a high level of success when teaching research skills using LearnPath guides, as a tool during teaching and also as a resource that students could refer back to.

Jim Gallagher, Past Head of Library and Information Services
St Benedict’s Catholic College

Elizabeth shares how she is collaborating with teaching staff to produce guides and using LearnPath to provide a one-stop-shop for library resources.

Elizabeth Lansdown, Resource and Information Coordinator
St Ursula’s College

In this video Dr Graham Gardner discusses the impact and benefits of Oliver v5, his experiences with Softlink Support, and LearnPath, Softlink’s information curating tool.

Dr Graham Gardner, Librarian
Abingdon School
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